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Bedrooms and Storage
Imagine closing the door on the world and relaxing in your very own
oasis of calm, a bedroom that reflects your individuality and your
desire for the very best in style, design and finish.
Inhouse Interiors brings together the most sleek wardrobes and
clever storage solutions, to create a bedroom in which all
your dreams can come true.
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Bedrooms
Your personal hideaway
Whether you are creating a state-of-the-art
sanctuary or a classic luxury comfort zone, the
perfect bedroom should be the ideal place
to escape, like this luxury bedroom suite
with a high gloss black lacquer bed,
dressing table and mirrored corner
unit with striking fuchsia upholstery.
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Inharmony
Enjoy one of our most favoured
bedroom furniture styles… the piano
keyboard design with high gloss
lacquer and walnut recessed
handless, it hits all the right notes!
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Indulge in a luxurious bespoke bed.
From sumptuous upholstered beds
and headboards, to a sleek wooden
suite in walnut, with integrated
cabinets and wall paneling.
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Intelligent
We’re professionals in delivering high-end
cabinetry design with integrated LED lighting
or electricals. This complete bedroom suite
incorporates also a curved bed, feature leather
headboard and floating bedside tables.

Bespoke Interiors

Beautiful and elegant, a bedroom
suite tailored to your heart’s desire
in engineered wenge veneer,
featuring loop-leg design cabinetry
and paneled headboard.
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Wardrobes
Fitting perfectly
We have created thousands of fitted wardrobes over the years
and much like our walk-in closets, they are beautifully made
and designed to make every little space work for you.

Truly Bespoke
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Our simplest design… flush, sleek doors with the added
versatility of sliding, pivot and bi-folding applications.

Interplay
Handles are the main focal feature with; metal or wooden,
vertical or horizontal, in a matching or contrasting finish
for a dramatic effect.

Truly Bespoke
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Intricacy
Our signature wardrobe design
with recessed routed handles, sleek
and simple. They are equally
attractive with vertical or horizontal
handles, and in either a matching
or contrasting wood or finish.

Bespoke Interiors
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Varying the size of the central band can
have some incredible effects, especially
when considering the range of finishes
we have available.

Truly Bespoke

Inlay
Adding a band of contrasting material; whether wood
veneered, contrasting lacquer, glass or mirror, the central
panel will transform the look of a simple flush door.
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The framed doors can have one, two or no
horizontal bars, and either a surface or a
recessed handle.

Illusion of space
Another Inhouse signature design,
with a simple but elegant frame. The
panels can be wood, mirror or
coloured glass. This style lends itself
to both pivot hinged and sliding
wardrobe doors.

Truly Bespoke
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Within every wardrobe we create, we are guaranteed to find
oodles of hidden storage space you never knew existed.

Truly Bespoke

Integrity
The midi frame looks equally elegant
in a wood, lacquered or hand painted
finish with inset handles for a clean
and sophisticated look.
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Striking wardrobe set created within alcoves framing the
chimneybreast. Incorporating a veneered diamond grain
pattern within a mini frame with two horizontal bars. Additional
wardrobes in small walk-through closet feature similar sliding
doors with bronze mirrored panels, complimenting the set.

The mini frame gives a contemporary angle to the design and
can be applied only to the vertical sides of the doors; this
applies very well in attic-angled wardrobes.
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Interest
The maxi frame looks spectacular on sliding wardrobe
doors, shown here with beveled mirrored panels.

A variation on the theme with extra
wide vertical frame combined with
bespoke bonded leather and
mirror panels.

Truly Bespoke
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The routed line design feature
will add interest and variation
to both flush or framed doors.
These are routed into solid
timber inlays to give a versatile
paneled facade.

Our routed line design is often used to conceal high-level
storage sections in extra high rooms making the doors
look uniform. They also bring uniformity to sloped
wardrobes and can be achieved even on mirrors.
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Individual
Stunning effects can be achieved using
veneer inlays to create striking grain patterns,
like a diamond or chess board effect. This
design is perfectly suited within a framed
design, but can look just as good on flushfinished door.

This approach works well within angled doors in attic
rooms, and with either small or large paneled areas.
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Inspire
The possibilities are only limited by imagination and
budget. We get very excited when asked to modify
previous designs and introduce completely new
solutions. We think outside of the box when it comes
to making your room individual.
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Bespoke Interiors

Coloured glass, beveled mirrors and raised fretwork are all options
that we are well capable of producing making each wardrobe and
project individual to you.
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Children’s Bedrooms
Inventing...
Creative fitted furniture for children. Toys, books, clothes, games consoles and
schoolwork, we can ensure there is a place for everything by designing practical
and playful furniture for children.

White lacquered wardrobes enhance a traditional child’s
room. Designs can include a simple frame like this one,
and with or without decorative beading.
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Invest
Contemporary kids wardrobes with flush doors and feature circle inset
handles. We love to use colour to turn child’s rooms into funky and special
places to be. Even incorporating graffiti designs for real individuality.

Truly Bespoke

Perfect toy and book storage. Open and closed cabinets and bookshelves
keep clutter off the floor… at least, that’s the aim.

Bedtime can be an adventure! This bunk-bed
set is offset across two tiers and has a third
pull-out bed underneath and an integrated
toy storage closet below.
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Walk-in closets
The ultimate fashion accessory
Step inside an elegant and spacious walk-in closet, with all the
storage you could ever need. Our walk-in closets, impressive
and expressive, feature the luxury of fine woods, classic finishes
and the most clever storage solutions.

Truly Bespoke
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Inclusive
We can create walk-in closets to
impress even the most seasoned
fashionista. Our unique openpaneled storage system incorporates
floating shelves and hanging.

Walk-in closets can also include closed storage with integral
wardrobe doors, shoe storage cabinets, shelving and drawers
galore. Finished here in a white satin lacquer.
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Example of equally well utilised
space within a long & narrow
closet room. Individual ‘his and
hers’ sides of the room with shoe
drawers and suit hanging for
him, and pull-out shoe ladder for
her. Beautifully finished in rich
oak veneer and solid oak.

Ingenious
Our unique and versatile paneled system
is efficient and stylish. It means we can
create a perfect walk-in wardrobe for
virtually any room large or small.
Shown here is a conversion of a large
spare bedroom into an open and light
dressing room with a splash of colour on
the drawer fronts adding a certain drama
to the room.
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Another small but perfectly formed walk-in closet along
three walls. With a wenge stain and wall matched laminated
panels. We love the mirrored fronted shoe cabinet, a
very classy Sex in the City look!

Indulge
Narrow need to not to be awkward,
beautiful maccassar ebony wood
makes this small walk-in closet
super luxurious.
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Attic Rooms
Bespoke furniture for awkward rooms

Innovate
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Who said they are awkward to
work with? With functional space
at a premium, many clients have
turned to attic conversions and we
have all the solutions they need. In
this beautiful bedroom, we’ve built
drawers between the roof rafters
and a pull-out shoe ladder under
the roof space, maximising every
inch of space. How clever!
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Designing attic wardrobes is our
staple diet… in fact, we are
professionals at creating
wardrobes for any space, in every
challenging configuration, and in
every colour you can imagine.

Incorporate
A hidden shower room, concealed by a sliding
entrance door within this wardrobe / bookshelf
unit. By wrapping around a small shower room
oodles of space can be craftily saved.

Truly Bespoke
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Wardrobe Interior Fittings

Wardrobe interiors are very
important. Whether open closets
or wardrobes with doors, the art
of a well-designed wardrobe is
tailoring to an individual’s needs;
examining storage habits and
coming up with best solutions.
Pullout drawers with multiple
uses… dividers for ties, socks or
accessories and a place for larger
items like handbags and clutch
bags as well as shoe trays. These
can be lined with velvet, leather or
felt and glass fronted if required.
Organised shoe storage is vital for
many clients, and we have the
solutions at hand; pull out shoe
ladders, mirrored cabinets with
glass shelves for added glamour,
or simple shelves and pullout
trays.
Clothes and trouser rails in metal
or solid wood.
Integrating LED lighting enhances
a low-light environment.
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Living and Working
Our expert cabinetry skills and contemporary designs are perfect for
creating bespoke furniture throughout the whole home. Libraries,
bookcases, home offices or media centres… from a wow factor
wall-to-wall installation to a timeless cabinet that
compliments your existing interior décor.
Incorporating modern needs and practicality geared around you,
every room in the home can be a stress free, organised
and ultimately, an enjoyable place to be.
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Media Centres

Just as often, a simple cabinet is all that is needed. With all the cabling
buried into the wall it is smooth and sophisticated, popular with
several of our clients, is a trend in itself.

Intellegent
Flat-screen TVs have started a new wave of media centre furniture which often becomes the focus of a living
room, like this stunning walnut and black gloss unit with back panel and top and bottom closed cabinetry.
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Incorporating
form and function

A small and compact unit, with a focus on
ergonomics and practicality incorporating
drawers and drop flaps.

On the other end of the scale an example
of full-length wall-to-wall cabinetry
including integrated speaker system,
lighting, drawers and clothes storage. We
even added a library bookshelf with secret
passage door. Ingenious!
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A sleek wall paneling with integrated television
and low-level cabinetry in high gloss lacquer
creates a perfect contemporary setting.
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Multi media centre with twotone gloss lacquered and
wenge veneer finish provides
a multitude of storage.
Incorporating side sliding
doors, pull-down hinged
doors and dedicated
DVD/CD drawers.
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Inhabit
Contemporary TV unit within a penthouse apartment
beautifully combines walnut and graphite veneer
finishes. The units are purposefully designed to clients'
AV system specifications with ventilation and sound
management provided for.
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A very grand Cinema Room cabinet in walnut and high gloss lacquer. Combining TV centre and AV
components and a professional racking system with additional storage for family memorabilia.
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Another wonderfull bespoke media centre with much input from the client. An
object of admiration from all friends and visitors to the house, it combines
walnut, high gloss lacquer and smoky mirrors for a wow effect.

Integrate
Elegant macassar ebony cabinets designed and built in a
smart Knightsbridge apartment. Fully prepared for TV
components, but looking equally good as living room
general-purpose storage and shelving.
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Bookcases
Creating bookcases, libraries and shelving comes as second
nature to the whole Inhouse Interiors team. We can ensure that
you’ll have the space for everything. We can build within walls,
around walls, up staircases and in seamless chunky designs or
exquisite delicate forms. We’ll take on any bookcase or library
challenge, and any literal challenges they throw us.

Truly Bespoke

This example is our pride and joy of design
with walnut and black gloss accent.
Displaying treasures and praised artifacts, it
also acts as a practical room divider between
the dining room and lounge.
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Indulge
A library from heaven, built in the landing of a modern
townhouse. Beautiful warm walnut creates an oasis of peace
and calm. Open-ended bookshelves have become our
signature design feature in many projects.
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Another open-ended bookshelf and storage
unit created in a hallway works around the
entrance area of glass doors, combining walnut
and satin lacquer.

Truly Bespoke
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A versatile walnut storage bookshelf
serves several different family needs:
toys are assigned pull-out boxes on
casters, with books above, and a
vinyl record collection behind the
central sliding doors and useful
closed storage for items rarely used
on the top level.
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Irregular shelves make this design a little more interesting
and space efficient according to storage needs with
drawers and doors.

More classic design shelving units with
regularly spaced boxed shelves,
incorporating closed low-level storage
and drawers.
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Home Offices
A modern-day essential
As home working gains in popularity, it’s becoming ever
important to create a working space at home that is both
practical and comfortable.

A smart home office within a living
room designed to be elegant but
functional. The diagonal box shelves
are the highlight of the room, while the
desk and wall storage with sliding doors
are minimalist but extremely useful.
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A two in one solution for a guest
bedroom and home office; with
an integrated bookshelf, a
compact but clever desk, and a
wall storage unit above the sofa
bed. A clever use of space in a
small apartment.

Innovate
Another example of a perfectly formed workspace
with an integrated library and storage unit.
Complimenting the room rather than.
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Integrity
A sophisticated home office room with walnut paneling and floating shelves with sliding black lacquer doors.
The L-shaped corner desk with solid walnut frame and black glass top oozes masculinity and productivity.

A dedicated home office room centres around a large
window. There’s plenty of closed storage, filing drawers and
shelving. All in rich macassar ebony for an executive look.
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Small but perfectly formed workspaces can
be built neatly and smartly in box rooms,
hallways and even under stairs.

Individuality
Playing with vibrant colours, we
created this fun and functional
small home office room for
children and adults alike. Funky
wall boxes provide valuable
shelving, in a quirky kind of way.
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Invoking
To maximise the storage space in this
project, we wrapped the bookshelves
around the corner of the original part of
the house, incorporating it seamlessly into
the new room. Sliding door cabinets
provide space for printers and other office
equipment too. Additional low-level
cabinets with drawers and doors provide
oodles of storage under the window.

Truly Bespoke

A home office makes an ideal extension to any house. By removing
the distraction of the rest of the household, working should be
more efficient!
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Floating shelves are the most popular
alcove solution with concealed
supports. We can often build
complementing cabinetry like this
occasional laptop desk with staggered
drawers, which is more an object de art
than a desk.

Other Cabinets
Organising your home life
Alcoves are an obvious and popular place to build in storage.
Maximising space in small Victorian and Edwardian houses is hard to do
without these little nooks and crannies. Bookshelves, drawers, cabinets
or TV units can be built around chimneybreasts.

Truly Bespoke
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Inviting

Truly Bespoke

We have been involved in the design and build of furniture and interior
joinery for commercial spaces like hotels receptions and bedrooms.

This hotel project included wall paneling with integrated
reception desk and bar, occasional furniture and a large
room divider glazed wall.
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Kitchens and Bathrooms
Our bespoke design service means we can create luxurious and functional
modern kitchens and bathrooms for everyone… from classic, traditional
wooden doors to the latest contemporary high gloss finishes. Our
designers are specially trained to help fulfill your unique
requirements and create the perfect kitchen or bathroom
for you, and our furniture is custom designed and
built to fit around your home and lifestyle.
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Kitchens
Intricate design
We design for contemporary living and modern
lifestyles… creating the ultimate in organised
entertaining and culinary space.
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An architect-designed kitchen built
to exacting requirements within a
state-of-the-art home in London.
Incorporating high gloss kitchen
units, walnut cabinetry in the dining
area and an extensive central island
with a breakfast bar. Top of the range
Blum drawers, an integrated dumb
waiter lift and built-in alcove space
within the cabinets, provide versatility
of design and abilities of this large
contemporary living kitchen.

Truly Bespoke
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Classically modern kitchen units in beautiful
and rich walnut with routed lines and designer
handles. A large island unit including the allimportant wine rack, provides a central focal
point of the kitchen.

Truly Bespoke
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Integrated
A sleek city-apartment kitchen for a high-end
development, featuring handle-less designed
doors and drawers in high gloss lacquered
finish. Perfectly formed with a raft of
ingenious interior fittings to maximise every
available space.
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Bathrooms
Sumptuous bathroom furniture
Your bathroom should be an oasis of calm, but efficient enough for those more manic days! We
have created some of the most organised and luxurious bathrooms in the southeast.

A sumptuous designed bathroom with
walnut wall paneling as a feature wall acts
as a backdrop for a very inviting stone bath.

Stunning walnut wall paneling co-ordinates with
double vanity unit with curved fronted drawers
and internal dividers and acts as a backdrop for
the bath tub highliting the beauty of its limestone
material carried through into the vanity worktop
and floor.
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Stylish vanity units, a single
and a double example, in
richly stained solid oak,
incorporates two large
drawers and a slatted oak
base for baskets and towels.
Above we created two
medicine cabinets within a
wall niche designed to look
like framed mirrors.
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Indulgent
Simple and cost effective, two-door vanity cabinets in
a sophisticated satin lacquered finish with signature
routed handles. Medicine cabinets with mirrored
fronts and vertical light panels.
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We have produced a variety of vanity
cabinets in many different styles, including
more classic designs with framed doors in
dark walnut-stained solid maple.
Alternatively a modern take on a similar
design with routed doors to produce a
linear design feature.

Invigorating
A statement cabinet built in Macassar
Ebony. Sleek, floating drawers with chunky
towel storage below and a single wall
cabinet with surrounding mirrors above.
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A single vanity drawer in engineered wenge
veneer with recessed routed handles.
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Services

Why work with us

Our projects are as unique and individual as our clients are. We ensure we understand your needs,
and our versatility means you can achieve the designed solution for the space offered. We are
different from our competitors in that we do not have standard cupboard sizes or specific ranges,
and offer a full turnkey service, should you wish. Importantly our fitters are all PAYE employees
guaranteeing a high quality installation.

We have to hand an unlimited wealth of skilled design and joinery knowledge, from our designers
through to our installations team. We talk to each other, understand each other’s problems and
can design better furniture for you.

The first step of our project process is an initial chat to get an understanding of your requirements
and budget. From this, we can prepare a budgetary proposal based on your requirements with
value for money in mind.

Free design visit*

Personal service

3D designs and visualizations
Detailed CAD drawings
Modern workshop with advanced machinery and finishing techniques
Vast array of finishes and options inc. solid woods and veneers, both more popular
and unusual timbers and species, matt and gloss lacquers, glass, metal and stone.
Members of The Furniture Ombudsman Scheme for your protection and peace of
mind: http://www.fira.co.uk/tfo
*For our full terms and conditions please visit inhouseinteriors.com/terms-conditions.

A designer visit is then arranged to discuss requirements, assess the space and to discuss finishes in
greater depth from which we can prepare a fully detailed 3D graphic set of visuals and design
proposals. A small design fee may be chargeable for this stage depending on the complexity of the
project.
Once these designs go through to your satisfaction we will provide a firm quote. If an order is
placed, our surveyor will take precise measurements and prepare a detailed production drawing for
our craftsmen to work with. A deposit is payable at this point, usually 50% of the order value. The
final production drawings are sent to you for approval and you can then count down to the day until
you will have your new furniture installed, usually within 8-10 weeks.
We hire professional, personable installation technicians who will treat your home with the upmost
respect. Once the installation is to your complete satisfaction, the remaining balance will be due.
That’s not where it has to end…we are always on hand and happy to provide advice and guidance
about furniture after care. We’ll also pop by to make any adjustments or to discuss any additions
you might require as your needs evolve! For your peace of mind, our furniture is also guaranteed
for five years.
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